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Abstract—The complexity of ICT products and services has brought
them to the level of disposable ‘species’. The combination of the race
to optimal performance and disposability has resulted in considerable
footprint and impact. Although approaches such as increasing efficiency,
reducing the total cost of ownership, life cycle assessment and man-
agement, and circular economy have been put forward to manage and
reduce the footprint and impact, the complexity of processes involved
and especially invisibility of key but unobservable processes has resulted
in some lower bounds for minimal achievable footprint. In this work, a
modified approach to the Genetic Algorithm is proposed in order to in-
troduce the notion of ‘nondisposability’ to the ICT products and services
in order to implicitly influence and manage unobservable processes, and
ultimately reduce the overall footprint and resource consumption. The
proposed genetic algorithm is called FairGA, and it is compared with the
traditional Genetic Algorithm against standard optimization functions.
Also, the impact of the FairGA on the resource extraction has been
illustrated with promising results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the context of sustainability, the Information and Communi-
cations Technology (ICT)1 has been recognized as a key for a
sustainable future by providing functions (services) with minimal to
zero physical impact [2], [3]. However, the hidden ‘footprint’ of the
ICT itself may cancel out its benefits, and therefore there has been
a great effort in order to contain such footprint [4], [5], [6]. Many
approaches and tools, such as Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) [7], [8],
[9] and Circular Economy [10], [11],2 have been considered in order
either to identify all footprint and then reduce it or to displace the
footprint back into the new products and services.
The complexity of ICT products and services is continuously
increasing which should be also combined with the complexity
of their context (market and the ecosystem in general). This has
been resulted in appearance and rapid disposal of various products
(services) from the markets. These waves have been usually driven
by interest, profit, or ‘disruption’, and they do not factor in the as-
sociated footprint/impact related to ‘short-lived’ disposable products
(services). Although measures such as recycling have been of great
interest to compensate the impact, they usually expensive, hard to
verify, and of low performance.
In this work, we propose an optimization approach that helps to
influence the unmeasurable/unobservable processes3 in an operation.
Considering the fact that all actors involved in the life cycle of a
1 In order to explicitly include the embedded cases, we would prefer to call it
(E)ICT: The (Embedded) Information and Communications Technology [1].
2 In addition to other (indirect) approaches such as Efficiency and Total Cost
of Ownership (TCO) [12]. 3 including but not limited to hidden or latent
processes.
product/service would seek optimization of their goals and indicators,
application of the proposed optimization approach would help to
reduce the ‘total’ footprint and impact associated to their operations
even if there are processes invisible to them. We used the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) [13] as the baseline of our approach considering its
performance in the context of ICT-related problems [14]. However,
the same vision could be applied to any other optimizer. The core of
our proposed optimization, called the Fair GA (FairGA) optimization,
is introducing a minimal life time for every product/service (a chro-
mosome in the context of the optimization process). The introduced
constraint forces the ‘hidden’ processes to implicitly react and lower
the volume of production manufactured.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the overview of a
generic GA optimizer is provided. Then, the challenges namely non-
resource processes and invisible processes are discussed in Sections
III and IV. The proposed FairGA approach and one of its algorithm
instances is presented in Section V, followed by the experimental
results in Section VI. The positive impact of the proposed FairGA
in improving operations and in particular reducing the resource
extraction volume is discussed in Section VII. Finally, the conclusions
and the future prospects are presented in Section VIII.
II. GENETIC ALGORITHM: PURE OPTIMIZATION
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is well-known as a metaheuristic
optimization approach that is based on ‘natural’ processes namely
crossover and mutation in order to search for a global optimal [13],
[15], [14]. Although there are various GA approaches, a common
characteristic of all them is that ‘a’ chromosome per se does not
carry any ‘value’ other than its potential contribution to the search
for the global optimum. In other words, a chromosome in any of
the GA approaches is ‘disposable’. This is the main feature that
differentiate between the proposed FairGA vision compared to the
other GA approaches, and in the proposed approach a chromosome
is not available for immediate disposal. We discuss this feature in
details in the next subsection.
A. Optimization with respect to “Objectives”
As mentioned before, ‘objectives’ are the core and essential part
of any optimization, including that of the GA optimization. However,
the actions and operations taken toward reaching the global optimum
with respect to the objectives require some resources and in general
bear some costs. Usually, the cost of operation toward getting to
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the optimal state4 with respect to the objectives is calculated in a
forward-looking way, i.e., any operation that does no contribution
(or negative contribution) to the journey toward the optimal state
would be simply discarded and avoided. One of common actions that
is avoided is keeping the low-value chromosomes in the population
because they contribute little to the optimization and at the same time
add additional costs such as calculation of the objective function.
However, every chromosome carries other values more than that
of their contribution to the optimization. These values become more
relevant when the non-resource entities,5 i.e., those entities that
cannot be equivalently decomposed into only resource subparts, are
the actual physical things that the chromosomes represent. In the next
section, the importance of inclusion of this form of chromosomes and
value in the optimization is discussed.
III. THE CHALLENGE OF NON-RESOURCE ENTITIES
Not all operations involve “resource”: Although it has been a trend
to account for all elements used in the processes of an operation in
the form of resource, there are more and more instances where this
approach would not be applicable. For example, when an entity could
be decomposed into its substances such as the chemical elements,
does it mean that that entities should be considered as a resource of
those chemical elements? This may be valid in those cases where the
“composition” itself does not carry any “value”. However, it seems
that this will not be a general case in the future, and the negligence of
the value would be an unfair approach. We leave further discussion
on this topic to a future work, and only summarize it in the form of
an assumption in this work:
Assumption 1: “Every entity has a value and therefore it is entitled
to a fair handling.”
Before providing the definition and algorithm of the FairGA,
another important aspect of control and management of the sys-
tem/ecosystem is discussed in the next section with a focus on
unobservable processes and areas of operation.
IV. THE CHALLENGE OF ‘DARK MATTER’
It is a well-known principle that ‘You cannot manage what you
do not measure’ [16]. Although this is in general correct, there is a
possibility of risk in its practicing when the boundaries of the system
are not known or are not set properly. Even if the ‘boundaries’ are
well set, if some regions are not measurable (observable), then the
whole optimization would enter a state of stall because there would
be no differentiation between various possible operation (trajectories)
starting from the current state with respect to optimization of objec-
tives.
Even in cases where the objectives are ’measurable’, there is still
a possibility of risk especially for those systems/ecosystems that
possess “inertia”, i.e., they cannot rapidly displace from a particular
state to a desired state. A worst case scenario in this context would
be observation of ‘incremental’ increase in the objective along a
trajectory of changes in the state while the states themselves approach
a highly non-optimal state. This would end in a sharp drop in the
optimization objective when the system/ecosystem reaches the non-
optimal state. There would be then associated costs to bring the
system back on an optimal trajectory.
To represent these uncertainties, we introduce the notion of dark
matter, which accounts for all those regions of the system/ecosystem
4 In some cases, the state of a system/ecosystem could be represented by a
‘point’ in a space, which is then called the state space. 5 An entity is a
thing that can have distinguishable boundaries with respect to other things
and entities. For example, ‘autonomous’ things are by nature entities.
within its boundaries that are not “observable”. We use the term
observable in a generalized form that covers both hidden and also
visible but unmeasurable regions. Also, the condition of having dark
matter within the boundaries is actually a definition for the boundary.
Therefore, if there is a dark matter outside the current assigned
boundary of a system/ecosystem, the boundary should be adjusted
to include that region instead of discarding it.
The main feature of dark matter is that it is unmeasurable but
influential. Although modeling the dark matter would be impossible,
we argue that if we ‘introduce’ a form of artificial “physics” (which
imposes its limitations) in the rest of the system/ecosystem, the dark
matter would adapt/adjust to that induced physics, and therefore there
would be means to ‘influence’ and manage the dark matter and then to
achieve a greater outcomes/behavior of the whole system/ecosystem
without actually knowing the true physics/model of the dark matter.
The Fair GA (FairGA) optimization that will be introduced in the
following sections could be seen as a primitive way to inject such
limitations. Although we will postpone studying the application of
the FairGA in the context of management of unobservable regions,
it is worth mentioning that the application of the FairGA for such
a purpose would be probably in the form of calculating a from of
the Total Cost of Action (TCoA) instead of the Execution Cost of
Action (ECoA). The ECoA is all the costs required to be paid in order
to perform/execute an action, while the TCoA also includes other
associated costs (such as post-action costs) of the action in addition
to the ECoA. Also, the term cost itself is used in a generic way that
includes all forms of providing, including and beyond money. We
will explore this aspect in greater details in another work.
V. FAIR GA (FAIRGA) OPTIMIZATION
In this section, a form of the Fair GA (FairGA) optimization is
introduced. Although this form could be taken as the definition of
the FairGA, we let the possibility for more generic definition open
for the future. For now, we weakly define FairGA optimization as an
optimization that ‘fairly’ handles the participants (chromosomes) in
the GA populations.
To introduce the proposed form of the FairGA, we start with a
few assumptions and definitions. Also, from here on, we refer to the
proposed form as FairGA itself for the purpose of simplicity.
A. FairGA: Assumptions and Definitions
In addition to the definitions provided in Section II, a few addi-
tional definitions related to the FairGA are provided below:
1) Chromosome Life Time (Li): For each individual chromo-
some i in the population, the number of iterations that chromo-
some participates (stays) in the population is defined as its Life
Time. Considering the complexity of the systems/ecosystems
under optimization, there is a highly small chance that a
specific chromosome appears more than once in the population.
However, in the event of reappearance, the second entry is
not added up to the first one, and it is considered as another
individual chromosome itself.
2) Population Size (S): At each iteration (time instance), the total
number of participating chromosomes in the population P is
defined as the Population Size S of that instance/iteration.
3) Max Population Size (Smax): The maximum allowed Popu-
lation Size at any time is defined as Max Population Size.
Compared to the GA optimizations, the Max Population Size
of FairGA is equal to their actual population size.
There is also a few more assumptions:
1) Min Chromosome Life Time (Lmin): (Assumption 2) In the
proposed form of the FairGA in this work, every chromosome
that enters the population is ‘assumed’ to be fairly handled if
its Life Time is greater or equal to a preset parameter defined
as Min Chromosome Life Time: Li ≥ Lmin, ∀i ∈ P .
2) Disposable Population Size (Sdispose): (Assumption 3) At any
iteration, a group of chromosomes of a maximum size of
Disposable Population Size could be discarded. It is considered
that the discarded chromosomes have been fairly handled before
the event of discard.
3) Population Refresh Ratio (ρ): The ratio of Disposable Popula-
tion Size to Max Population Size is defined Population Refresh
Ratio: ρ = Sdispose/Smax.
B. FairGA: The Algorithm
The FairGA approach could be implemented in various forms and
algorithms. The particular FairGA optimization algorithm presented
in this work consists of three stages: i) The ramp-up stage, ii) The
core stage, and iii) The exit stage. Each stage are separately discussed
in the following subsections (and summarized in Algorithm 1).
1) FairGA: The Ramp-up Stage: In contrast the GA, in the
FairGA, the population cannot start at the size of Max Population
Size. Otherwise, the population would be needed to be frozen
for a duration of Min Chromosome Life Time, after which some
chromosomes could be discarded to have new chromosomes added
to the population. In order to avoid population freeze, the FairGA
considers a ramp-up stage in which the rate of additions to the
building up population is constant.6 The rate, denoted RRampup, is
assumed to be less than Population Refresh Ratio, i.e., the maximum
chromosomes that can be added at an iteration should be less than
Disposable Population Size. This condition actually shows the fourth
(but not essential) assumption used:
Assumption 4: “Neither the population nor part of it should
become frozen in an iteration.”
It is worth mentioning that Assumptions 1 to 4 actually forming
the ‘artificial’ physics referred to in Section IV. When the presumed
mutation/crossover process proceeds to create a new chromosome
to be added to the population, the process knows that that chro-
mosome would not exit the population at least for a number of
Min Chromosome Life Time Lmin iterations. We will discuss more
the impact of the artificial physics on the unobservable parts of the
system/ecosystem in a future work.
At the end of the ramp-up stage, the population reaches Smax. From
that instance/iteration, the second stage, the core stage, starts.
2) FairGA: The Core Stage: In the core stage, the population size
is kept constant and equal to Smax. In each iteration, a group of a
maximum size Sdispose (equal to a portion of ρ of the population) is
discarded, and is replaced by the newly-generated (or existing) chro-
mosomes that mutation/crossover process provides. The discarded
chromosomes should have been fairly handled, i.e., have spent at least
Lmin iterations in the population. The discarding criteria is based on
the performance against the objective(s).
3) FairGA: The Exit Stage: The exit stage is simply a waiting
stage in it those chromosomes not have reached to their Lmin are
kept alive. It is not expected that the optimum point would change
in this stage.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two illustrative functions have been used to compare the perfor-
mance of the FairGA algorithm and a traditional GA algorithm:
6 Nonlinear ways to execute the ramp-up stage could be also considered.
However, in this work, we assume a linear ramp-up.
Algorithm 1 A FairGA algorithm for optimization.
1: procedure OPTIMAL POPULATION = FairGA(Objective
Function, Seed Function, Selection Function, Crossover Function,
Mutation Function, Smax, Lmin, Sdispose, RRampup, Nmax)
2: . Initialize the population at t = 0 (t is the iterations counter).
3: P ← The union of the outputs of the Seed Function called
RRampupSmax times;
4: F ← The outputs of the Objective Function on P ; F has the
same ‘order’ as P ;
5: A← A vector of 0 values of the same size and order as P ;
6: . The Ramp-up stage.
7: repeat
8: . Aging.
9: A← A+ 1
10: . Add RRampupSmax more chromosomes to the population.
11: P ← Puniondbl the output of RRampupSmax calls to the Seed
Function;
12: F ← Funiondbl The outputs of the Objective Function on the
new members of P ;
13: A ← Auniondbl a vector of 0 values of the same size of the
new members of P .
14: . Perform GA Operations.
15: P ← The results of Selection, Crossover, and Mutation
Functions with condition Li ≥ Lmin;
16: until S == Smax.
17: . The Core stage.
18: repeat
19: . Aging.
20: A← A+ 1
21: . Perform GA Operations.
22: P ← The results of Selection, Crossover, and Mutation
Functions with condition Li ≥ Lmin;
23: until t == Nmax − Lmin.
24: . The Exit stage.
25: repeat
26: . Aging.
27: A← A+ 1
28: until t == Nmax.
29: Return P and F
30: end procedure
1) Berlich Noisy Parabola function: This function is defined as
follows:
f1(x1, x2) =
(
cos
(∑2
i=1 x
2
i
)
+ 2
) (∑2
i=1 x
2
i
)
.
This function has a global minimum point at (0, 0).
2) Schwefel function: This function is defined as follows:
f2(x1, x2) = −1/2
(∑2
i=1
(
xi sin
(√|xi|))) .
This function has a global minimum point at
(420.969, 420.969).
Figures 1 and 2 show the comparative performance of the algo-
rithms for these two functions, respectively. A crossover rate of 80%
and a mutation rate of 10% is considered in all cases. Note that the
actual ‘time’ for the completion of optimization is different from the
total number of iterations, especially for the FairGA. To be specific,
in the case of examples used in this section, with a maximum number
of iteration of 100 and a maximum population size of 50, the linear
completion time (to the maximum number of iterations) for the GA is
100∗50 =5,000 a.u. (arbitrary units) of objective function calculation,
while it is 100/2 ∗ 50 =3,750 a.u. for the case of the FairGA. Also,
(a) (b)
Fig. 1: Performance comparison of FairGA and GA for the Berlich Noisy Parabola function f1(·). a) The performance of FairGA. b) The performance
of GA.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2: Performance comparison of FairGA and GA for the Schwefel function f2(·). a) The performance of FairGA. b) The performance of GA.
for the criteria of reaching the optimal value and considering Figure
2, the linear time for the GA after 30 iterations is 30∗50 =1,500 a.u.,
while for the FairGA it is 46/2 ∗ 50 =1,150 a.u. after 46 iterations.
This performance may not always be the same, and Figure 1 shows an
example where the GA reaches the optimum in 4 iterations (equal to
4∗50 =200 a.u.) much less than that of FairGA (15/2∗50 =375 a.u.).
It is worth mentioning that the goal of the FairGA is not to perform
better compared to the GA in terms of optimization. Instead the goal
is to add fairness to the chromosomes. Nonetheless, contributions to
the optimization performance is an added value for the FairGA.
VII. DISCUSSIONS: FAIRGA’S POTENTIAL ROLE IN
SUSTAINABILITY
Among various tools and approaches to total assessment and
management of sustainability performance of an operation, Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA) and Circular Economy have been of great interest.
The LCA approaches enable the examiner to include all stages of the
life cycle of a product (or a service) in the assessment in order to
identify those stages or processes that produce the most footprint or
consume the most resources. However, there are challenges for the
LCA approaches:
1) Relativity: The LCA approaches by definition are relative [17],
[18], [1]. They allow identification and then probably manage-
ment of non-optimal stages and processes. However, this does
not guarantee that the ‘total’ footprint would eventually reach
the ‘zero’ level. In other words, they could reach a ‘local’
optimum point of operation without having any indication
that it is a local optimization. Although very detailed LCA
analyses would reduce the probability of falling in a local
minimum, the complexity and uncertainty of operation and
especially their ecosystemic nature would lead the analysis to
stop at a ‘boundary’ in order to make the calculations feasible.
Moreover, the LCA analyses performed on different settings
would result in ‘incompatible’ results that would be of no use
in order to rank the settings against each other, a step that is
required to identify the most sustainability-oriented setting.
2) Uncertainty: In addition to relative nature of the LCA analyses,
their data-driven nature usually requires accounting for the
uncertainty in the calculations [19]. In some cases, this would
end up in non-conclusive results that would make the LCA
analyses unable to promote a sustainable operation against the
others while such differentiation is of great importance.
In terms of the Circular Economy, there are also some challenges:.
1) Invisible Stages: Although circular behavior could be directly
validated from the ‘topology’ of the operation, the inputs
and outputs to intermediate stages, especially those which are
not well visible, could cancel out the benefits of the circular
operation [20].
2) Low Circular ‘Flow’: The key parameter in the circular
operation in the minimum flow volume across the circuit [21],
[22]. In other words, the actual flow returned to the point of
start is more important than the capability to close the path to
make a circuit.
To have a simplified estimation of the impact of the FairGA or
similar approaches in the lowering the overall resource extraction,7 a
rate-based model is used in Figure 3. Let us assume that resource rate
(the amount of resource used to build one unit of product/service) is
Resr, the volume of products/services in use is Prodvol, the rate of
recycling is Recyr, the rate of resource recovery from recycled prod-
ucts is Resrec. Also, let us assume that in the baseline scenario, i.e.,
without the FairGA enforcement, the average life-time of a product in
operation is Life0 in an arbitrary unit of time (a.u.). This means that
in a quasi steady-state, the volume resources returned to the manu-
facturing stage per one a.u. of time, which is the actual benefit from
the circular economy, would be ResrProdvolRecyrResrec/Life0. That
means that the volume of resources to be extracted and fed into the
manufacturing stage would be ResrProdvol (1− RecyrResrec) /Life0.
Now, if we add the FairGA approach in the model in the form
of requiring a minimum life time of LifeFairGA for every prod-
uct, the actual extracted resource volume per one a.u. of time
would be ResrProdvol (1− RecyrResrec) /LifeFairGA. Comparing
the two scenarios, the resource extraction volume would be re-
duced by a factor equal to Lifer = LifeFairGA/Life0. To have
an estimation of this impact, let us assume Resrec = 0.8,
Recyr = 0.3, and Lifer = 1.5, which means 80% of products
are recycled, 30% of recycled products could be recovered into
resources, and the extended life time enforced by the FairGA is
50%. In this situation, the raw-material resource extraction would
be ResrProdvol (1− 0.8 ∗ 0.3) /Life0 = 0.76ResrProdvol/Life0 and
7 not mentioning the other benefits in terms of retaining and adding ‘values’.
ResrProdvol (1− 0.8 ∗ 0.3) /Life0/1.5 = 0.51ResrProdvol/Life0, re-
spectively for no-FairGA and FairGA scenarios. It is worth men-
tioning that the volume of returned resources back to the man-
ufacturing stage by the circular economy nature of the operation
is also different for the two scenarios: 0.24ResrProdvol/Life0 and
0.16ResrProdvol/Life0, respectively. This means that the associated
costs related to the processing of the recycled material is also much
lower in the case of FairGA. The advantage of the FairGA approach
comes from the fact that the constraint on the number of products
that could enter the operation propagates back to the ‘invisible’ areas
of the operation, such as research and design, because ‘everybody’
involved would like to reach a comparable performance compared
to that of the baseline case (the case without any constraint on
the life time of products). In other words, instead of a cruel and
primitive section process, understanding of how the structure of a
chromosome impacts its performance is required in the form of
scientific and technological modeling and advancements. The benefits
of such understanding would be much bigger than that mentioned
here, especially in design of products/services (chromosomes) with
unforeseen functionalities and purposes. it is also worth mentioning
that the value/output of a product/service usually comes from other
products/services/apps that stand on top of that product/service.
Therefore, the FairGA approach also implicitly forces those out of the
model services/apps to optimize themselves (the software/firmware)
in order to increase the performance while the underlaying prod-
uct/service does not change.
Although forcing some products stay in operation while other
products with improved performance could be brought in could be
seen to be in contradiction with the goal of lower footprint and
impact. However, it would actually serve as an important drive of
change toward better alternatives, such as modular-by-design products
or disaggregated hardware [23], [12]. We leave such a discussion for
a future work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A modified approach to genetic algorithm (GA) approaches to
optimization has been proposed. The proposed approach, called Fair
GA (FairGA) approach, requires enforcement of certain constraints
during the optimization process, in particular a minimum life time
for every individual chromosomes, during the optimization process.
A preliminary version of a FairGA algorithm is then provided. The
disadvantages of the traditional approaches to optimization in terms
of their impact outside the space of the optimization objectives
have been discussed. The challenges in optimization, especially those
related to invisible or immeasurable processes or areas of operation is
then considered, and it has been highlighted that an implicit approach
is required to control/contain such side effects. The performance of
the preliminary version of the FairGA algorithm versus a traditional
GA algorithm is then studied on a few standard, benchmark optimiza-
tion functions. The role and impact of incorporation of the FairGA
approach in the operations were then discussed. It has been shown
that even for those operations that have recycling of products and
circular economy included, the addition of FairGA constraints could
greatly reduce the resource extraction and also overhead costs of
processing the recycled material.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3: The impact of FairGA-based operation on sustainability. a) The circular performance with GA. b) The circular performance with FairGA.
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